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Another year, another Volume of 'in Miniature' underway. This time we have the next instalment of the RAN
Firefly T/T article as promised, that should be finalised next time.. Don't forget that some articles have
multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load
a larger copy.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, John Hopton, the late 'Windy Gaele,, Owen Lambert, Clarke
Cone, Ley reynolds, Gary Wickham, Ian Krestensen. Alan Yee, & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos
credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written
permission. I also am grateful to Lindsay Charman, Damian Casey from Aussie Decals and Ozmods for the
review material.
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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Fairey Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 - part 2

by Roger Lambert and Steve Mackenzie
Firefly TT.6 WD901, 878/NW of 724 Squadron RAN. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection
Colours and Markings
For most of their use as Target Tugs, the TT.5 and TT.6 airframes
carried the same standard scheme that was used for most ADF Target
Tugs during the 1950/60s. That is overall Aluminium Dope (i.e 'Silver')
upper surfaces with 36" Yellow training bands, plus overall Yellow
lower surfaces with 36' Black stripes, set at 60 Deg to the centre line
(note the Black stripes did not cover the flying surfaces to avoid
balance problems). This is illustrated by many profiles here.
Earlier they had carried the T/T gear on airframes which were in the
standard camouflage scheme of the time (Extra Dark Sea Grey over
Sky fuselages and lower surfaces). This scheme has not previosly
been illustated on the Firefly T/T, but we have two examples courtesy

of the late 'Windy' Gaele from the RAN Museum at Nowra who dug out
the photos for us.
Specific Airframess
As with most target towing aircraft, although specific instructioins were
drawn up and issued for the application of the markings, the colours
and markings of the RAN Fairey Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 aircraft varied
from airframe to airframe. The following examples are not in any
specific order (serial or time wise) but how they best fit into the layout
(Steve).
WD901 ‘878/NW’

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 724 Squadron RAN, serial WD901, 878/NW, RANAS Nowra.
The standard 1950/60s T/T scheme of overall Aluminium Doped (i.e 'Silver') upper surfaces with 36" Yellow training bands, plus overall Yellow
lower surfaces with 36' Black stripes, set at 60 Deg to the centre line. Fuselage number '878', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' and serial (under tailplanes)
are all in Black. Spinner is halved Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions. Tyoe 'G' winch carried under the centre
line is overall Yellow.
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Firefly TT.6 WD901, 878/NW of 724 Squadron RAN again. Photo: RAN via 'Windy' Gaele.

Shown above and on the next page are the standard upper and lower paterns for this T/T Firefly scheme. Courtesy of Owen Lambert from the
Nowra Museum, we have scans of the Official drawings for the above. Hopefully I can run them next issue, after I manage to convert them to a
usable format (atm they are 16000+ pixrl wide images, much too large to use here).(Steve).
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It should be noted that things such as the position and size of the
'NAVY' titles and the side numbers varied a lot between different
airframes (despite there being an Official instruction as to how they
should be marked). The T/T airframes were also moved between

different units frequently as those units changed training duties over
the years, thus some airframes will be illustrated here with different
'side numbers' at different times (WD901 is a good example which
seemed to move a LOT).

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 725 Squadron RAN, serial WB518, 903/NW, RANAS Nowra.
The standard 1950/60s T/T scheme of overall Aluminium Doped (i.e 'Silver') upper surfaces with 36" Yellow training bands, plus overall Yellow lower
surfaces with 36' Black stripes, set at 60 Deg to the centre line. Fuselage number '903', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' and serial (under tailplanes) are all in
Black. Spinner is a Yellow/ Black spiral pattern. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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Firefly TT.6 WB518 (903 NW) of 725 Sqn. Photo : 'Windy' Gaele/ Owen Lambert.

Firefly TT.6 WB518 (903 NW) during it's delivery flight to Griffith where it was once displayed on a pole. Photo : John Hopton.
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WB518 ‘903/NW’
WB518 '903/NW' of 725 Squadron is the airframe for which we have
the best photographic coverage, as there are several RAN photos and

john Hopton 'shot' it after it left RAN service. In the above photo it is
wearing some Mobil oil logos due to their sponsorship of it's flight to
Griffith. These were not present during it's RAN career.
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Above and on the previous page are a number of further images of '903' courtesy of John Hopton (thanks mate...)
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Firefly TT.6 WD901 ‘907/NW’ of 725 Sqn, alongside it's partner '903'. Photo : RAN Official.

WD901 ‘907/NW’

the side number '907' does not match the font on '903', in fact it is
different on both sides of the airframe !!!

This is a good example of the position and size of the 'NAVY' titles and
side numbers varying between different airframes of the same unit
even. Compare it to '903', NAVY is in a position much further aft, and

Firefly TT.6 WD901 (907/NW) from 725 Squadron, marked similarly to '903' previously but with a number of diferences. Photo :
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Above and on the cover are two further images of '907' courtesy of John Hopton.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 725 Squadron RAN, serial WD901, 907/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same as '903' previously but note the different position of the 'NAVY' title and font of the side number. Fuselage number '907', 'NAVY'
titles, 'NW' and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is a Yellow/ Black spiral pattern. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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Firefly TT.5 ‘918/NW’ serial unk, of 723 Squadron RAN, Photo : RAN Official.

While we know that this is one of the two TT.5s (VX388 and WB271) we
don't unfortunately know which one for sure (if anyone has the info
please write !). There is another photo of it in colour from Stardboard in
flight plus one of both airframes on a 'Flikr' website (despite attempts we

could not contact the owner). The photos confirm that this airframe
carried very large 'NAVY' titles on both sides, and the blanked off
cannon positions can be seen.

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 723 Squadron RAN, serial unk, 918/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same as '878' previously but note the large 'NAVY' titles and that the spinner is all Yellow. 'NAVY' titles, side number '918', 'NW' and
serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. 'D' type roundels are carried in six positions (meaning it was photographed before the 1956 changeover).
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Firefly TT.5 WB271 ‘889’ of 725 Sqn, possibly taken in the paint shop. Air Britain says that it carrieed the '889' number in
1958-61. Photo : 'Windy' Gaele.

WB271 '889'
Once again one of the TT.5s. I interpreted the rudder as being Yellow.
Roger thought it may be in the paint shop and that the dark colour is an
undercoat. Take your choice !!!

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 725 Squadron RAN, serial WB271, '889', RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same as '878' on page 1 but with a dark coloured rudder (possibly Yellow). Fuselage number '889', 'NAVY' titles, and serial (under
tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions..
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Firefly TT.5 WB306 ‘890’ of 725 Sqn, No source has previously recorded this as being converted to a T/T airframe that we
know of ... Photo : 'Windy' Gaele.

WB306 '890'
There was apparently a third TT.5 airframe although no other source
has recorded it as such. This airframe met it's end on the Fire Dump at
nowra and did not survive as the other Target Tugs did.

WB826 '891'

The Stewart Wilson book on the Sea Fury, Firefly and Sea Venom', has
a drawing of an airframe '891' WD826 drawn in a wierd scheme of
Black stripes underneath on a standard Extra Dark Sea Grey/ Sky
camouflaged scheme. To say the least we are a bit doubtful about this,
thinking it may be a mis-interpretation of photos. Unfortunately we have
not turned up photos of '891', so if anyone has them please write to the
editorial address so we can investigate it for the next issue.

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 725 Squadron RAN, serial WB306, '890', RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same as '889' with the 'NAVY' titles a long way forward. Fuselage number '890', 'NAVY' titles, and serial (under tailplanes) are all in
Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions..
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Photo of VX388, possibly taken at the end of it's service. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection.

TT.5 VX388

in service please write

Several photos exist of TT.5 without a side number. It is believed that
these may have been taken after it was taken out of use by the RAN. If
any reader has info (Photos etc) of VX388 carrying a side number while

Fairey Firefly TT.5, unk Squadron RAN, serial WB306, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same as '878' on Page 1, but with no side number marked. NAVY' titles, and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is divided
Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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A Photo by John of the Port side of VX388, also inside a hangar. Photo: John Hopton.
WB271 '242'
No source that Roger and I am aware of, has ever had photos of RAN
Firefly Target Tugs carrying the standard camouflage scheme of Extra
Dark Sea Grey and Sky (pre-dating the later well known 'Silver'

scheme). 'Windy' Gaele managed to locate several photos showing
such for us in the Archives at the Nowra Museum. WB271 is in this
issue, the other '245' which is even more interesting will be drawn for
issue 24/2.

TT.5 WB271 '242' in full camouflage and carrying HMAS Sydney's 'K' tail code, believed taken around 1950. Photo: 'Windy' Gaele.
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TT.5 WB271 '242' in full camouflage from the front. Photo: 'Windy' Gaele.

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 816 Squadron RAN, serial WB271, '242', RANAS Nowra.
Standard 1950 era Firefly scheme of Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces with the fuselage sides and lower surfaces in Sky paint. The side number
'242', NAVY' titles, HMAS Sydney tail code 'K' and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is Red. 'D' type roundels are carried in six
positions. Note that ihe airframe still carries it's cannons as per the photos.
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The upper view of '242' in camouflage is shown above. The lower view
is all 'Sky' with 'D' type roundels and 'NAVY' title in the same position as
on the 'Silver' scheme illustrated on Page 1. It should also be noted that
these upper and lower views are NTS with the side profiles.

this article, in issue 23/3.

Notes - For those who need them, details of the Type 'G' winch and it's
associated bracing holding it in place below the fuselage, can be found
in the Technical Drawings and Roger's walkaround photos in Part 1 of
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Luskentire Air Day Part 2

By Gary Wickham

Gary Wickham (and several other IPMS Luminaries) made a visit to
one of the regular Air Days at Luskentire. Gary passed me a large
number of images that he took on the day of the restored Tiger Moth
that they did Air Experience flights in.
These represent a very good source of DH.82 detail photos. Due to
the large number involved (over 200) I split the ones I have usedm
over two issues (Part 1 was in the last issue - 23/4.
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WhoDefended Norfolk Island ?

First aircraft to land on Norfolk Island

When coming away to Norfolk Island for holidays, I was in a
conversation with a number of friends, one asked for me to find out
about Norfolk Pines, Another just wished me to have a great time there
and enjoy the break. While in conversation with a third, the subject
turned on the Second World War and the isolation of this island in the
Northern Tasman Sea.
Historically, Norfolk Island is interesting that it was discovered and
named by Captain James Cook during hiss second trip. It was the
second British penal colony in the Pacific being settled for the first time
just 5 weeks after New South Wales in 1788. Becoming the final
resting place for HMS Sirius in 1790 which sank on the reef near the
settlement (which is now known as Kingston) where both the first and
second settlements are located. In 1814 the first settlement was closed
and all buildings were destroyed to prevent the French occupation.
The island was resettled in 1835 again as a penal settlement and also
as said on the same location of Kingston. This time as an isolation
punishment centre for hardened male convicts from both Britain and
the Australian colonies of New South Wales and Van Deimans Land
(Tasmania) for the providing of wood and food the mainland. Closing
in 1855, the island was selected to house the descendants of the
Bounty Mutiny from Pitcairn Island.
In 1858, the British transported the Pitcairners to Norfolk Island
providing them with land grants which covered the whole island. This
was to change in 1880 when the British government provided a grant
of 1000 acres of the north West part of the island to the Melanesian
Mission for its move from New Zealand to Norfolk Island in that year.
Norfolk Island has no military forces and is still a colony of Britain. The
islanders have and are serving with both the Australian and New
Zealand military since the Boer War. It is up to the individual to choose
which nation for their military service which is voluntary.

Now about the Second World War
As to Norfolk Island itself, it has been historically a non –combat region
of the Pacific during the war as it can be said that no battles occurred
close to its shores. This said it was recognised that its location south of
French New Caledonia and the Polynesian Islands of the central
Pacific made it a good base for transiting aircrafts from Australia and
New Zealand to these Pacific bases.
Influencing was the fact that a French colony was to its north and

By Ian Kresyensen

although under the control of the de Gaullists (Free French) could just
as easily have been a Visy colony and in the hands of the Japanese.
This idea would be interesting as to the events of the war if considered
the importance of Indo-china (Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia) were in
the hands of the Japanese in the early days of the war, for example,
the attack of Britain’s X Force on the 10th December 1941. Events
could have been very different.
1942 was a very important year for Norfolk Island as it was at this time
the American influence controlled the Pacific region with Macarthur
commanding the South West Pacific, and Nimitz commanding the
Central and North Pacific regions.
In March of 1942 just as Macarthur was transferred from the
Philippines to Australia to take up his position, Roosevelt ordered that
a survey be made of Norfolk Island for a airbase for the Allies as a
defence and transit point to New Caledonia from both Australia and
New Zealand. Secretly a team lead by Captain Ronald W. Hick was
sent in April to survey for a site for the new airstrip. This lasted only
four days and resulted in the suggestion of the current airport and
hospital sites.
By August of the same year work was started by the New South Wales
Department of Main Roads with materials supplied by the Americans,
The materials then as now were shipped to the island by and unloaded
as is still the case now from the transport vessel on boats to either of
two locations: first at Kingston Jetty on the south coast of the island, or
secondly at Cascade Pier on the east coast. The airstrip was
completed in early 1943. The first aircraft to land on the new airstrip
was a New Zealand air force Hudson which was the start of a New
Zealand air base were Hudsons and Kittyhawks became a common
site throughout the war. Dakotas from the RAAF and USAAF also
became common as these machines transited the island on the way to
New Caledonia and the Solomons.
Other aircraft which were seen on the airbase included Grumman
Avengers, Corsairs, Loadsters and aoccasion B17 Flying Fortress
during transit trips to the Pacific islands to the north.

The Airfield at Norfolk Island
Since 1942, few changes have occurred to the layout of the runways
as the boundaries of the airport have not changes. The only changes
have been to the surface and length of the runways within thee
boundaries as well as the upgrading of the lighting and navigation aids
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to modern standards. The main reason has been that the Island
Administration has not allowed any addition land to be acquired by the
airport.
The construction of the airfield also included a hospital, power station
both located in or close to the airport. Other items which are not now
in use include a radar station at the top of mount Bates (at height of
318metres) and anti aircraft battery on mount Pitt (at 316 metres)
these last to items were removed after the war. Today Mount Pitt has
the aerial and navigation beacons for the airport. The beacons only
operates when aircrafts are close the island and provide the locals a
signal as to approaching aircrafts
Today, commonly throughout the island you can pieces of the old
American steel runway mating being used as drain grills, farrow tools
or chimney supports. I have been told that after the war the mating
which weighted an imperial ton for every 48 sheets was sold at
Sixpence a sheet.

Top– The remains of the radar system on Mount Bates
Above– Mt Bates over airport and village of Burnt Pines with
Phillip Island in the background.
Left – Farrow tool made of WW2 airfield mating.

Some installations on
Norfolk Island during
World War 2 are shown on
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View of the Airport
Today, the Airport at Norfolk Island has had very little change in its
boundaries and much of the original construction can be seen in the
use of American style concrete post along much of the fence line.
The main changes are in the modernisation of the runways and in the
aircrafts using the airport.
To conclude, I am just going to add a photo taken of something which
I saw on landing but was only able to photograph during a walk a
number of days later. The object was a concrete bunker on the side of
a runway which gave a suggestion to me that there was a very good
case of World War 2 involvement in the airport origins which was
confirmed later. The interest is now what was the bunkers use was it
munitions storage, bomb shelter or is there some other use or
origin for it.

Top Right– Concrete fence posts and mating used as drain grill.
Right– Norfolk Airliner (737-300) with the airport terminal buildings
behind.
Photos of aircrafts which used Norfolk
Notes:
Information in this article was provided by the help of the people of
Norfolk Island.
Sources which allowed me access to item and information
include::
Information in this article was provided by the help of the people of
Norfolk Island.
Norfolk Island RSL Sub Branch
Pitcairn Settlers Village
Norfolk Island Museums
I also wish to thank those individuals on the Island who in the course
of conversation provided information.

Bibliography;:
The Pacific War 1941-1945 and Norfolk Island by Gill Hitch published
by Photopress International
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de Havilland DH.104 'Dove' in local service - Part 3

By Steve Mackenzie
de Havilland DH 104 Dove VH-GVF of Southern Airlines. Photo: John Hopton
This article continues our look at the use of the deH 104 'Dove' in our
local region, quite a few of which flew in Australia (in the region of 50
odd). Parts 1 and 2 were in issues 19/4 and 20/3 respectively. I have
some further schemes apart from the ones covered here which will
possibly feature in a later issue.

Southern Airlines
As mentioned in issue 20/3, two of the ex Airlines of W.A airframes
VH-AWB and AWE were sold to Southern Airlines in 1955. They
operated them under the Regos VH-GVE and VH-GVF, initially in

de Havilland DH 104 Dove VH-GVE of
Southern Airlines, 1955-56. Photo: John
Hopton
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what was basuically their Airlines of W.A schemes with 'Southern
Airlines' titles.
As noted above VH-GVE and GVF were both initially in a slightly
modified Airlines of W.A scheme as per the photo pf GVE above. The
stripes on the tail fin and the area encompasing the windows were
Red. Most of the airframe (Wings, Engines & lower fuselage) was
Polished Natural Metal with a White fuselage top and tail fin. Regos
and "Southern Airlines titles were in Black. A photo of GVE taken
during it's deliivery in 1955 shows that the letter 'E' was repeated on
the nose wheel door in Black.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVE, Southern Airlines, circa 1955-56.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and vertical tail. The coloured strip encompassing the windows and upper nose
is Red. The 'Southern Airlines' logos are Black (either side of fuselage) as are the Regos VH-VGE. The vertical tail in this scheme has a Red
design consisting of 6 scalloped shapes emanating from the Red area at the front of the fin. Note the whip aerial and the additional D/F loop on
the upper fuselage (removed later) on this one. Note that the 'last' letter (E) of the rego is carried on the nose wheel door in Black.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVF, Southern Airlines, circa 1955-56.
Colour scheme is identical to that of VH-GVE above (see notes), with no D/F loop and the 'Southern Airlines' titles positioned further to the rear.

The other side of GVE in it's original scheme. Note that by this stage, the D/F loop is no longer present. Photo : John
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The sister ship VH-GVF. Virtually the same scheme, but note no D/F loop and the 'Southern Airlines' titles positioned further
to the rear. Photo : John Hopton
later Southern Airlines scheme
It did not take Southern long to change to a spectacular new scheme
on their two Doves. This had the tail completely painted Red white a
large White 'S' superimposed (with Black outline). The engine cowlings

had a Red, oulined Black scallopeed design also. The fuselage titles
were also changed to a simple 'Southern' title in large block lettering
(instead of the fancy cursive style previosly used). The Regos (still
Black) were now moved lower on the fin and placed on a white stripe.

VH-GVE in the later scheme with the Red tail with White 'S', and plain 'Southern' titles. Photo : John Hopton
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de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVE, Southern Airlines, late 1950s.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and a colored strip (Red) encompassing the windows and upper nose. The tail
is completely painted Red white a large White 'S' superimposed (with Black outline). The engine cowlings had a Red, oulined Black scallopeed
design also (the spinners were Red on GVE. The 'Southern' iitles are Black (either side of fuselage) as are the Regos VH-GVE (placed lower on
the fin on a White stripe. The aerial above the duselage is striped Red/ White.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVF, Southern Airlines, late 1950s.
The scheme is almost identical to that of VH-GVE above (see notes). The only differences are that the spinners are polished natural Metal and
the aerial above the fuselage is plain White.

Another of VH-GVE in the later scheme (note the Red/ White striped aerial above the fuselage, previously plain White). Photo : John
Hopton
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VH-GVF was also in this later scheme almost identical to GVE (see also the heading photo on Page 1). Photo : John Hopton

Aircraft of course can have a working life measured in many years.
After Southern Airlines graduated to the larger de Havilland Heron (I
might cover these sometime in the future), its two Doves passed onto
other owners. VH-GVE is shown above at a later date. A quite simple

scheme, the only reason I didn't draw it was because I didn't know the
colours of some of the markings.

VH-GVE was with Executive Air Transport Corp at some later date. Photo : John Hopton
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155 mm Howitzer at Aberdeen Proving Grounds P2

By Clarke Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their
performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV
modellers would be well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns)
have been on outside display at the Ground's museum for many
years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as
references for kits that have been released over the years.</p>

them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.

This month we have a 155 mm 'Long Tom' Howitzer. This is the 2nd
half of a large set of images, the remainder were in the last issue.

All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post

The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.
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FR.5, VX385, side number 205, frpm HMAS Sydney's
817 Squadron in 1953, showing the standard
camouflage scheme of the time.
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Arrival of the Super Hornets

By Steve Mackenzie

Well they are finally here... The first batch of F/A-18F Super Hornets
for 6 Squadron RAAF are due to arrive at Amberley today (26th March
2010) after flying across the Pacific in stages. I have downloaded
most of the official ADF photos of the flight from the ADF Media site
for us and present them here for those wanting reference photos to
build that F/A-18F kit using the Aussie Decals sheet reviewed
elsewhwere in this issue.
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Ley
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Fighter Squadrons of the RAAF in WW.II - 82 Squadron

One of several photos of FA-F A53-6 after a belly landing at near Liverpool in 1943.
Photo: S.Mackenzie collection
A long time ago in issue 2/87 (Vol 4/2) I ran an article on the aircrfat of
82 Sqn. As most people will have not seen that, I am taking the chance
to rerun the article with updated drawings (the originals were B/W
hand drawn profiles) and add scans of the Reference photos. This unit
is one for which there are not a large number of published photos from
it's wartime History, so this article covers most of the available
schemes.<p>

By Steve

initially Equipped with P-4OE Kittyhawks and one flight of P-39
Aircobras. These early P-40s were handed down from other units that
were equipping with later Marks and were fairly worn. Drawing 2 is
fairly typical. The only sheme showing 'FA' codes that I’ve seen of the
P-39s is reproduced as Drawing 1 (I have used my old B/W drawing
due to lack of time to create a computer base blank for this one).

Background Info
82 Squadron was formed at Bankstown on 18th Junw 1943. It was

Bell P-39F, 82 Squadron, FA-F, A53-6, crashed near Liverpool, August 1943.
This scheme is a bit controversial. Various sources have given it as Dark Green and Brown, or Olive Drab and Dark Sea Grey, both over Sky Blue
lower surfaces. Peter Malone advised in a message on AMI that the first batch (A53-1 to 6) were painted after receipt in a pattern of Foliage Green
over the original US colours of Olive Drab and Nuetral Grey lower surfaces. Which is true is a matter of opinion but by the time of the photo, it
would appear that the lighter colour (Olive Drab) has faded a fair bit. Roundels (in six positions) and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White and of non
standard size (covering the original US markings). Codes are White and serials probably Medium Sea Grey.
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FA-B A29-133 at Bankstown 1943. The astute will realise that this is the same airframe that 'Buster' Brown flew as
'Polly' with 75 Sqn and is now restored in the AWM. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection

'L' A29-132 at Bankstown late 1943. The name on the nose is 'Maleesh Mk.II' and it is believed to have the White tail
markings at this time. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection

At the end of 1943 the P-40s with which the Sqn was by then fully
equipped were given White tails etc in anticipation of a move to
New Guinea which did not eventuate. Drawing 3 is an example.
Another 'U' with Aboriginal motif is illustrated in the Kookaburra
RAAF C&M book (part 2).
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Curtiss P-40E, 82 Squadron, FA-B, A29-133, Bankstown, 1943.
This aiframe appears to have been repainted as the pattern is very non standard. Thus the colours are probably Foliage Green and Earth Brown
(rather than US Dupont colours) with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Roundels (in six positions) and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White. Codes are RAAF
Sky Blue and serials probably Medium Sea Grey.

Curtiss P-40E, 82 Squadron, 'L', A29-132, Bankstown, late 1943.
This aiframe is possibly also in Foliage Green and Earth Brown with Sky Blue lower surfaces but with the standard pattern this
time with a White tail. The name 'Maleesh MK.ii is White. Roundels (in six positions) and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White. Codes
are RAAF Sky Blue and serials Medium Sea Grey.

Curtiss P-40E, 82 Squadron, 'FA', A29-118, Bankstown, late 1943.
This airframe (belonging to the S/Ldr) was extremely unusual for the time in being stripped to Natural Metal overall. Roundels (in six positions)
and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White. Codes and serials painted Black.
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FA-W A29-648 at Townsville in October 1944. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection

FA-C serial unk at Labuan in OJune 1945 on. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection

In May 1944 the unit by now equipped with P4-0N aircraft moved
to Townsville to come under the control of 81 Wing .Drawing 5 is
from this period. After several months training the unit moved to
Noemfoor Island to begin operations in October 1944.

Labuan lsland. During the period at Labuan the Sqn used a unit
marking of a Red/ White checkered band across the tail of it’s A/c
and some were in a Natural Metal scheme although FA—A
drawn did not have the tailband Schemes,7 and 8 are from this
period.

In March 1945 the Sqn moved to Morotai and in June 1945 to
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Curtiss P-40N, 82 Squadron, 'FA-W', A29-648, Townsville October 1944.
The scheme is the original US delivery one of Olive Drab over Nuetral Grey lower surfaces (large numbers of P-40Ns served with the RAAF in
this scheme). Roundels (in six positions) and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White. Codes match the mid 1944 instruction which stipulated Medium
Sea Grey for camouflaged Fighters. Serials are also painted Med Sea Grey. The spinner is a dark colour, I have used Red here as it was
the nominated unit colour.

Curtiss P-40N, 82 Squadron, 'FA-C', unk serial, Labuan, circa June 1945.
The scheme is quite dark in the photo and probably is a Foliage Green over Sky Blue lower surfaces repaint (not that common).
Roundels (in six positions) are Dark Blue/White (note the different styles on the fuselage and upper wings). Codes Medium Sea
Grey as would be the Serials. The spinner is Red and this airframe has the Sqn's Red/White checkered tail band (note no fin
flash).

Curtiss P-40N, 82 Squadron, 'FA-A', A29-625, Labuan, circa June 1945.
This airframe is in the overall Natural Metal scheme. Roundels (in six positions) and fin flashes are Dark Blue/White. Codes and serials are Black.
The spinner is Nat Metal.
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FA-A serial A29-625 at Labuan in June 1945 on. Photo: S.Mackenzie collection

Frank Schaaf by the tail of his aircraft FA-<>, A29-915 in 1945 at Labuan. Right – . A second known AWM photo of FA<> on Labuan, September 1945. Photos: AWM collection #OG3406 and #OG33205

Curtiss P-40N, 82 Squadron, 'FA-<>', A29-915, F/Lt F,Schaaf, Labuan, September 1945.
Once again it appears to be the Olive Drab over Nuetral Grey scheme in the photos. Roundels (in six positions) are Dark Blue/White. The visible
portion of the code letters appears to be White rather than MSG. Serials are Medium Sea Grey. The spinner appears to be Olive Drab rather than
Red. It has the 82 Sqn Red/White checkerboard across the tail (thus no fin flash). Schaaf's nose insignia is the same as he used on at least one
Kittyhawk with 450 Squadron in 1943. Probable colours.are dark Blue shield with Light Blue puddle. ‘Snifter’ Black/ White. 3 Nat. Insgnia in
shades of Black/ White/ Brown/ Red.
As 81 Wing was nominated for the occupation forces in Japan t h e
Sqn began conversion to P-51s in Sept. 1945. In February 1946 the
Wing moved to Iwakuni, Japan. My original article had a couple of P51 profiles, but as this is outside the wartime period I have not

reproduced them here. Sometime in the future I hopt to have a larger
article on the P-51s in Japan and korea. in the meantime they are
well covered in SCM (Southern Cross mustangs) by Dave Muir and
Red Roo.
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Images from the Photo Collection of Alen Yee

by Alan Yee
One of the most popular club members, Alan has a large collection of use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme as
personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. Many of here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or type, on
these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up in other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.
print in the usual sources.
Alan has kindly lent me one of his albums in order to scan the prints for
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he use in these pages. This month we have a mixture of Gannet, Mirage
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper and Walrus detail photos.
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much
of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of (Steve - Editor).
his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives,
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA
P020957 - 68 (Australian) Squadron RFC, Baizieux, France Dec 1917.
Capt G.C.Wilson, 'B' Flight Commander in his D.H.5 A9449/1
P020958 - 2 Squadron AFC, Savy France, March 1918. Capt Roy
Phillips in his S.E.5a C9541
P020959 - 2 Squadron AFC, Savy France, March 1918. Linup of 'C'
Flights S.E.5as about to takeoff for a mission over the front.
P020960 - 3 Squadron AFC, Premont France, October 1918. R.E.8
F6016/K 'Marjorie' with R.E.8 'J' in the distance

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943.

P020961 - 3 Squadron AFC, France, circa 1918. Crew with their R.
E.8 E1108/A.
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P020962 - 4 Squadron AFC, Bruay France, February 1918. Camel F.1
B5852/V. 2nd Lt.A.Couston was shot down in this a/c by Lt.T.Matthael
of Jasta 46 over Wavrin on 21 February 1918.

P020963 - 4 Squadron AFC, Serny France, October 1918. Ground
Crew in front of Snipe 7F.1 E8070/J.
P020964 - 4 Squadron AFC, Serny France, September 1918. Camel
F.1 D1904/C with five other Camels coded T,Z,unk,X and Y.

P020965 4 Squadron AFC, Bickendorf Cologne, Germany,
December 1918. 'B' Flight Snipe 7F.1s E8058/8 and E8263/4.
P020966 - 4 Squadron AFC, Bickendorf Cologne, Germany, December
1918. 'C' Flight Snipe 7F.1s E8103/S, E8082/X and other unks.
P020967 - 4 Squadron AFC, Grand Ennetieres, France, October 1918.
'C' Flight Snipe 7F.1 E88056/Z.
P020968 - 4 Squadron AFC, Bickendorf Cologne, Germany, December
1918. 'C' Flight Snipe 7F.1s E8103/S, E8146/1 and other unks on a
snow covered field.
P020969 – 30 (Australian) Training Squadron RFC, Yatesbury,
England October 1917. Avro 504J B3130 with a Kangaroo painted on
the fuselage.

Editor's Notes - On this occasion I have put together a spread of
AFC photos as we have not had such for several years.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)
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Temora Sabre

by Gary Wickham

The Temora Avon Sabre A94-983 made it's maiden public flight since
the restoration on 08 September 2009. Gary Wickham passed me a
large number of images that he took on the flying day of the restored
Sabre. He also passed me a collection of images of the other
particpants on the day which I will run in the next issue
(Steve - Editor).
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RAAF Oddity #29 - B-24D Liberators A72-9 & A72-10

7 OTU B-24D A72-9 'White Cargo', Tocumwal, c.1945. Photo: AHMWA P980547 via Mick Mirkovic.

Photos by Mick Mirkovic.
Text by Steve Mackenzie
The RAAF received 288 B-24 Liberators during WW.II The vast
majority were the later J,L & M models which operated in Matural Metal
colour schemes with either 7 OTU or ten operational units. The
oprational aircraft carried their Sqn codes in Black on the rear
fuselage, 7 OTU carried the last 2 or 3 digits of the serial on the nose
in Yellow outlined Black.
Much lesser known are the first twelve airframes A72-1 to A72-12
which were all second hand ex USAAF B-24D models. These were all
combat veterans from US 5th AF units which had been retired by them
when replaced by the later models. They came with a variety of nose
configurations and were mostly oprated in their original US colour
schemes (A72-9 at the top of the page is an exception).

More on these initial twelve airframes can be found in the Red Roo
publication 'Strike Back: Modelling the B-24 Liberator in RAAF Service'
written by Bob Livingstone. It has photos of some of the other
airframes but not A72-10, and the only shot of A72-9 has it with a plain
Black '9' and not the name 'White Cargo'. As usual I would like to
thank Mick for providing the photos.

Two views of 7 OTU B-24D A72-10 'Rio Rita', Tocumwal,
1944. Photos: AHMWA P980546 and P980561 via Mick
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7 OTU B-24D A72-10 'Rio Rita', Tocumwal, 1944. Photo:

Final view of 7 OTU B-24D A72-10 'Rio Rita', Tocumwal,
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RAAF Oddity #28 - DH.86B A31-1

DH.86B A31-1 'Y' from Signal School, 1 F.T.S., Laverton, c.1940. AWMWA Photo P021046 via Mick Mirkovic

Photo by Mick Mirkovic.
Text by Steve Mackenzie
The above AWMWA photo shows DH.86B A31-1 at the Signal School, 1
F.T.S., Laverton, c.1940 Interestingly it is in an overall Aluminium doped
colour scheme with the 1 FTS code 'Y' in Black, a combination that I
have not seen in other photos of this type of aircraft
The DH.86 airframes which were impressed by the RAAF are normally
seen in photos wearing a Temperate camouflage scheme (originally with
'A1' type fuselage roundels and later wartime Blue/White roundels from
1942). Survivors were passed to Qantas during yje war who operated
them still in camouflage but with roundels removed and their original 'VH'
Regos on the fuselage.</p>
Thanks to Mick from AHMWA for passing on the photo.
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Peoples’ Liberation Army Type 96 MBT

by Ley Reynolds
Developed in the early 1990s from the Type 85-III MBT, the Type 96
entered PLA service in 1999 and by the time production ceased in 2005
approximately 1500 had been built. With a crew of 3, it features a
125mm smoothbore gun with autoloader based on that fitted to the
Russian T-72, storage for 42 rounds for same, 7.62mm co-axial m/g and
12.7mm m/g mounted on top of the turret. It has an operational weight of
41.5 tonne and is powered by a 1000hp turbocharged diesel, giving a
maximum speed of 65kph and a range of 400km or 600km with external
fuel tanks.
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Sometime in the last 4 or 5 years, an upgraded version, the Type96G,
has been developed. This features thermal-imaging, reactive armour on
the glacis and turret front and bins in lieu of the turret basket. The latter
are reported to contain ECM gear. It is unclear if this vehicle is a rebuild
or a new build and if, in fact, it has entered PLA service.
The photos below are of a Type 96 on display at the PLA Tank Museum.
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Reviews
The T-62 in Israeli-Arab Wars: The Complete
Guide to the T-62 in Wars Against Israel Vol 1
By Dr Robert Manasherob (Author), published by SabInga Martin
Publications
This 80 A4 sized soft cover page book is the first volume in what will
become a series on T-62s used in Middle Eastern armies, and combat
from roughly the 1970’s to date.
The first textual section discusses earlier Russian tanks and then the
development of the T-62 with its 115mm gun. It then moves on to the
Middle Eastern armies that stated to acquire it, and this section
includes some politics, to give some context.
Some black and white photos with two sets of 1:35 scale drawings,
showing the T-62 Model 1967 and T-62 Model 1972 follow. I always
think it’s a real reference book if drawings are included! However, the
Model 1972 drawings do feature a silly thing ie a plan view showing a
gun barrel passing under the ‘splash’ guard on the glacis plate on the
front, which perhaps does show the editing could have been better
here.
There are also some isometrics of the track and suspension detail,
followed by the largest section of the book, which consists mainly of
colour photographs. These show shots taken after actual battles,
mainly of knocked out and abandoned T-62s, but move onto a detailed
walk-around of the vehicle. Museum vehicles from Latrun in Israel
feature in the main with these walk-round shots.
Finally, some artwork, in the form of several pages of coloured side
profiles is offered and these round things of nicely.
All in all, I think this is a good book, and bodes well for the next volume.
I think it is a useful reference, especially for someone like me who
does not know much about the vehicle. Aside for the mentioned
issue with one of the drawings, this is recommended.

Review By Lindsay Charman

New stuff from Ozmods
Greg Anderson from Ozmods has sent me the above promotional
material on their latest products as per above. Full details of what is
included with each kit is available from the Ozmods website at 'http://
www.users.bigpond.net.au/ozmodsscales/main.html'.
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Reviews
Aussie Decals
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Screen printed), an A5
sized instruction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each
aircraft, and decal instructions.
Price: Various – between $10.50 - $18.50 AUD
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: After-market decals for some very much requested
subjects.
Disadvantages: None known.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended
Damian Casey from Aussie Decals has released new RAAFsheets for
the subjects below.

RAAF F/A-18F Super Hornet
Catalogue Number and Details:
Super Hornet
also available as 48090 (1/48)

72090 (1/72nd) RAAF F/A-18F

A sheet with the required nose numbers and A44 serials to make any
of the 24 airframes which will be eventually delivered. It has tail
markings for both 6 Squadron who are getting the initial airframes and
the projected markings for 1 Squadron who will be re-equipped later.
There are also number blocks to make up any USN Bureau Number on
the rear fuselag if these are not eventually deleted after delivery (we
don't usually carry these USN numbers on RAAF airframes). Thus it is
an 'all in one' set which covers all 24 airframes.

Short Sunderland III - RAAF WWII’
Catalogue Number and Details: RAAF AP-3C & TAP-3 Orion
A modified version of one of the original Aussie Decal orion sheets
which adds an extra scheme for a TAP-3A Trainer to what was
originally offered. The sheets (4) are very comprehensive, giving
everything required, including a full set of wing walkways etc. There are
also serials and nose numbers for multiple aircraft to enable one to
select which airframe you wish to model from the fleet.
As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie
Decals and make enquiries as to sources:
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples.

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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Reviews
Forthcoming Aussie Decals
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Screen printed), an A5
sized instruction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each
aircraft, and decal instructions.
Price: Various – not yet known
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: After-market decals for an interesting subject.
Disadvantages: None known.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended
Damian Casey from Aussie Decals has sent a preview of a forthcoming
new RAAF subject as below.

Avro/ GAF Linc9oln Mk.30/ Mk.30a RAAF
Catalogue Number and Details: 72068 (1/72nd) Avro/ GAF Lincoln
Mk.30/ Mk.30a RAAF
also will be available as 48068 (1/48)
As some of you will have seen on the AMI Forum, Nathan Bradford put
together some very good artwork for RAAF lincoln markings. Aussie
decals will be printing the shhet(s) as a screen printed product shortly.
The draft that I have has the 1/48th version spread across 2 decal
sheeys (that may however change when printed) and the 1/72 artwork
on one sheet. The instructions and decal artwork is very
comprehensive, giving profiles for six airframes, but having serials,
badges etc for additional examples. The instructions (by Nathan) are
also very complete, giving much detail on the conversion needed to a
Lancaster kit (there are commercial parts available in both scales to do
it).
As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie
Decals and make enquiries as to sources:
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples.

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Shown at right is the additional TAP-3A Orion scheme which has been
added to the original layout for the Orion decals reviewed on the previous
page.
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